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Introduction: Universities with dental schools are faced with complex problems during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Dentistry students are at a higher risk of contracting infections, 
specifically COVID-19, due to direct contact with patients. The aim of this study was to 
assess the knowledge, perception and attitude regarding COVID-19 among dentistry students 
in Austria.
Methods: During the first lockdown in Austria, an online survey was distributed among 165 
dentistry students in their clinical term at the Medical University of Vienna. The survey 
contained elaborative questions on the general knowledge and attitude towards COVID-19. 
A special focus of the questionnaire was set on the modification of the student’s curriculum 
regarding infection control.
Results: In total, 77 (47%) students replied; 68 questionnaires were included in the analysis. 
Dentistry students were found to have good general knowledge of COVID-19 during the 
early phase of the pandemic. Most students (89.6%) got their information regarding the 
COVID-19 infection from official sources; however, 58% would like to attend further 
lectures on COVID-19 to expand their knowledge.
Discussion: The current study finds good general knowledge on COVID-19 among dental 
students, but some gaps regarding hygienic protocols and infection control. Students’ pre-
ferences regarding modification in the curriculum suggest practical courses and lectures as 
a way to close COVID-19 related knowledge gaps.
Keywords: COVID-19, pandemic, infection, dentistry students, infection control

Introduction
A novel coronavirus infected pneumonia, that was first detected in December of 
2019, in Wuhan, China, was clearly defined by way of a real-time reverse- 
transcription polymerase-chain reaction (RT-PCR) by January 18, 2020.1 Named 
2019-nCov, COVID-19 or more fully, severe acute respiratory syndrome corona-
virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), by March, it had spread so widely that the WHO declared 
COVID-19 a pandemic. The symptoms that COVID-19 displays include a high 
fever and cough, and in advanced cases, respiratory distress. Further symptoms that 
might be observed are nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, muscle-joint pain, and loss of 
appetite.2 In severe cases COVID-19 can lead to severe respiratory and kidney 
failure and result in death, where the median infection-fatality rate is 0.27%, but can 
vary locally between 0.05% and 1.31%.3 Transmission of this novel coronavirus 
occurs mainly via respiratory droplets and direct contact.4 Since COVID-19 can be 
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detected in patients’ saliva, this suggests that dentists who 
need to work in close proximity to patients, where treat-
ment also often involves the use of dental procedural 
aerosols face a greater risk of infection, although how 
great the risk of infection through dental aerosols is 
remains to be seen.5,6

Therefore, to minimize the risks that stem from 
patients who are in the incubation period, do not know 
that they are infected or actively conceal this fact may 
cancel out the effectiveness of the protective measures that 
are already in place.4 For this reason many clinics and 
private practices worldwide significantly reduced the treat-
ment of patients as a response to the first wave of the 
pandemic to non-deferrable urgent care.7

In China, where the first cases of the virus were 
detected, Guo et al reported that 94.6% of the dental 
procedures during the first wave of the COVID-19 pan-
demic were mostly emergency cases.8 Due to international 
recommendations and actions of other countries, it was 
suggested by the Chamber of the Austrian Dentistry 
Society to suspend all dental treatments that are not cate-
gorized as emergency or urgent dental services and post-
pone elective dental procedures to a later time. The 
suggestions were inspired by the recommendations of the 
American Dental Association that refer uncontrolled 
bleeding, soft tissue bacterial infection, intraoral or extra-
oral swelling and trauma involving facial bones as a dental 
emergency. Urgent dental care treatments include severe 
pain caused by pulpal inflammation, dental trauma and 
tooth fracture.9

That this suggestion was taking seriously was con-
firmed by a survey among pediatric dentists in Austria.10 

For those treatments that could not be deferred, guidelines 
were quickly published for the dental profession by the 
World Health Organization and several other leading 
institutions.11,12 In the university setting, a large part of 
dental practice is done by students that have reached their 
clinical term. This was put on hold during March and 
April as part of the lockdown measures in Austria. With 
students resuming on patient work, compliance with these 
guidelines poses additional challenges to the students and 
indirectly to the university. Dental students in their clinical 
term face, in general, greater exposure from viruses and 
infections since their clinical experience is still limited and 
the manual skills are not up to the same standards as 
trained dentists.13,14 This means that with regard to 
COVID-19, students might either be expected to inform 
themselves autonomously about the virus, its characteristic 

symptoms and the relevant disinfection protocols and 
other protective measures like the use of an FFP2 or 
FFP3 mask via the publicly available guidelines or the 
university might provide some means to inform its stu-
dents by way of seminars, lectures or emails distributed 
via the university.15

This study is the first in Europe that aims to provide 
dental faculties, who want to make this decision in a more 
systematic and data-driven way, not only with the means 
to assess shortcomings with regard to knowledge about 
COVID-19 among dental students during the first months 
of the pandemic, but also with ways to target these educa-
tional shortcomings within the institution that are sensitive 
to the interests and motivations of the students themselves. 
The results of this study might also be of some use with 
regard to institutional responses in the event of future 
diseases.

Materials and Methods
Study Design
Austrian dentistry students participated in an online sur-
vey, that included a questionnaire to evaluate their knowl-
edge, perception of the risks and attitude to activities in 
dental practice regarding COVID-19.

Setting, Participants and Sample Size
Potential participants were 165 dentistry students at the 
Medical University of Vienna in their clinical study period 
(1 and 6th year). The study was conducted in March of 
2020 during the first lockdown caused by COVID-19 in 
Austria.

The internal review board of the Medical University of 
Vienna approved the study.

Data Sources and Variables
A self-developed questionnaire survey in German was 
used. It was designed using reference material and infor-
mation sheets on COVID-19 developed by WHO, the 
Austrian Ministry of Health and the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The questionnaire was developed 
by faculty members and experts in the field of dentistry, 
medical science, infection control and statistic. This group 
tested the content and validity of the questionnaire and 
assessed the accuracy of the questions. Based on the com-
ments made by the selected experts, some questions were 
added and modified to enable better understanding. It 
contained 30 questions, of which a third were multiple 
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choice questions, that were divided into the following 
sections: demographic information (3 questions), general 
knowledge regarding COVID-19 (12 questions) as well as 
attitudes, perceptions and practice toward the new virus 
(15 questions). At the time of the start of the study, there 
were no similar studies conducted to assess the knowledge 
on dentistry students. The prepared online survey was sent 
and made available to all dentistry students at the Medical 
University of Vienna in the clinical study period via www. 
soscisurvey.de. The students were invited to participate in 
this survey via mail, where the purpose of the data collec-
tion and its scientific value was explained. All students 
voluntarily participated in this study. Informed consent 
was obtained from all participants. Only fully completed 
questionnaires were considered. The data was obtained 
anonymously. Tracing the identity of the students was 
not possible.

Statistical Methods
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize and analyze 
the data. Absolute and relative frequencies, as well as 
measures of central tendency and dispersion were calcu-
lated as appropriate, depending on the scale level and 
distribution of each variable. Descriptive statistics were 
performed using SPSS Statistics Version 27 (IBM Corp).

Results
Sociodemographic Data and 
Profession-Related Characteristics
In total, 77 students participated. Since nine questionnaires 
were not filled out completely, they were not included in 
our analysis. With a response rate of 47% a total of 68 
(88%) completely filled out surveys were included in the 
study. The majority of the participants were females (56%) 
(Table 1). Overall 72% of the respondents were 25–34 
years old. The level of education ranged from the 9th to 
the 12th semester which results in all of the participants 
being enrolled in clinical courses. More than one-third of 
the students was in the 12th semester, followed by students 
of the 10th semester with 29%.

General Knowledge and Attitude 
Regarding COVID-19
Merely 15% of all respondents knew that the virus causing 
the novel coronavirus infection is called “2019-nCoV” 
(Table 2). Whereas the majority of the students (90%) 
correctly identified the name “Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome Corona Virus-2 (SARS CoV-2)”. The results 
show that most students (83%) were aware of the fact 
that the infection can affect all age groups.

About 31% of the respondents were able to identify all 
possible symptoms of the COVID-19 infection that where 
known to the time the study was conducted. All partici-
pants (100%) considered “Fever” an important symptom 
of the virus.

The questions about the mode of transmission of the 
virus (hand shake, coughing and sneezing, touching sur-
faces) was correctly answered by 64% of the students. 
However, all participant (100.0%) knew “coughing and 
sneezing” transmitted the virus.

93% of the participants also knew that people who had 
unprotected, direct contact with infectious secretions from 
a COVID-19 case could be considered as a being in close 
contact for a COVID-19 infection. The correct incubation 
period of 1 to 14 days was known to 83% of the students, 
even though 12% believed 2 to 5 days to be the right 
answer. The definition of isolation was known by 44% of 
the respondents.

As shown in Table 3 about 90% of the participants 
indicated that their sources of information about COVID- 
19 is gained from the Organizations of the Federal 
Government. The second most widely used source of 
information were other health professionals (50%) as 
well as social media (50%), while the least frequently 
used sources of information were the Austrian (23%) and 
German chamber of Dentists (10%). Table 4 includes the 
students general and personal perception of the novel 
virus. Generally, a total of 71% of participants estimated 

Table 1 Demographics of the Study Participants

Characteristics N %

Age
20–24 years 16 23.5

25–34 years 49 72.1

≥ 35 years 3 4.4

Gender
Female 38 55.9

Male 30 44.1

Semester
9th semester 15 22.1

10th semester 20 29.4
11th semester 8 11.8

12th semester 25 36.8
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Table 2 General Knowledge Regarding COVID-19

N %

What are the names used to describe the COVID-19 infection?
Severe Acute Respiratory Disease (SARS) 11 18.3

2019- nCoV 9 15.0

Severe Acute Respiratory Disease Coronavirus 2 (SARS- CoV- 2) 54 90.0
Correct answer of all two modes 14 23.3

Which age group can get infected with COVID-19?
Under 5 years 51 85.0

Between 5–15 years 55 91.7
Between 15–30 years 57 95.0

30–50 years 57 95.0

Above 50 years 60 100

What are the symptoms of the COVID-19 infection?
Fever 59 100
Cough 55 93.2

Sore throat 19 32.2

Shortness of breath 55 93.2
Loss of smell and taste 54 91.5

Correct answer of all five modes 18 30.5

Mode of transmission
Hand shake 46 78.0

Coughing and sneezing 59 100
Touching surfaces such as doorknobs and tables 43 72.9

Correct answer of all three modes 36 64.4

The following is considered close contact for a COVID-19 infection:
People who had direct physical contact (e.g shaking hands) with a person with COVID-19 48 80.0

People who had unprotected, direct contact with infectious secretions from a COVID-19 case (eg coughing, touching used paper 
tissues with bare hands)

56 93.3

People who had face-to-face contact with a COVID-19 case at a distance of ≤ 2 meters, within a radius of 2 meters and for 

a duration of more than 15 minutes

33 55.0

People who have been in a closed environment (eg classroom, meeting room, waiting room of a hospital) with a COVID-19 case 

for 15 minutes or more at a distance of less than 2 meters

48 80.0

Correct answers of all 4 modes 25 41.7

Incubation period
1–14 days 49 83.1
1–7 days 3 5.1

2–5 days 7 11.9

1–14 hours 0 0

Isolation is …
…The separation of people who show symptoms and may be infected with COVID-19 30 44.1
…The separation of people who do not have symptoms but had contact with a person infected with COVID-19 7 10.3

…The same as quarantine 8 11.8

…None of the above 11 16.2

(Continued)
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the virus to be moderately dangerous. However, if it comes 
to a personal risk assessment the opinions were divided. 
Roughly a third of the students thought that the risk of 
becoming infected is very dangerous, and 42% graded it as 
moderately dangerous. The answers to the question about 
whether the participants felt prepared for COVID-19 in 
Table 4, was equally distributed with 38% replying “Yes” 
and 33.3% answers with No or Not sure 29%.

COVID-19 and Dentistry
As seen in Table 5 and Figure 1, 46% of the dentistry 
students perceived the role of a dentist in teaching patients 
about COVID-19 as very significant. Despite this, only 
44% knew of any COVID-19 guideline on infection con-
trol and a mere amount of 4% of the participants attended 
a seminar on COVID-19 infection control, though 40% 
would like to attend one as soon as possible. Table 6 
shows results about how and to what extent students 
would like to integrate information on COVID-19 in to 
their curriculum. About 60% would like to attend lectures 
on COVID-19 to expand their knowledge and 42% are 

interested in practical training for protective measure-
ments. Most participants (73%) want to integrate informa-
tion about COVID-19 to a little extent into their 
curriculum, and only 15% to a great extent.

Table 7 shows the students estimation of the full re- 
opening of dental services within their curriculum. 
Overall, 75% of the participants were hoping to be able 
to return to normal activity in the summer term of 2020, 
and only 22.9% were expecting a delay until the winter 
term of 2020/21. The most chosen answer to the question 

Table 2 (Continued). 

N %

How often does an individual, that got tested positive for COVID-19 and is admitted to a hospital, has to get 
tested negative until he is allowed to leave the hospital?

1 time 9 16.1
2 times 31 55.4

3 times 11 19.6

4 times 4 7.1

What can you infer from a positive rapid antibody test and what are its main features?
Confirms that the person tested is infected with COVID-19 8 16.7
Confirms that the person tested was infected with COVID-19 42 87.5

Confirms that the person tested is not infected with COVID-19 7 14.6

Test results take more than 48 hours 8 16.7
Test shows positive result within 24 hours after an infection 8 16.7

Table 3 Sources of Information

Source of Information N %

Organizations of the Federal Government 43 89.6

Austrian Chamber of Dentists 11 22.9

German Chamber of Dentists 5 10.4
Health professionals 24 50.0

Friends and family 17 35.4

Social media 24 50.0

Table 4 Attitudes Towards COVID-19

N %

How do you perceive the COVID-19 infection in 
general?

Very dangerous 8 16.7

Moderately dangerous 34 70.8

Mildly dangerous 4 8.3
Not dangerous 2 2.9

How do you personally perceive the risk of 
becoming infected?

Very dangerous 14 29.2

Moderately dangerous 20 41.7
Mildly dangerous 10 20.8

Not dangerous 4 8.3

Do you consider yourself prepared for COVID- 
19?

Yes 18 37.5

No 16 33.3

Not sure 14 29.2
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of how to avoid a COVID-19 infection among patients 
was “Social distancing” with a response rate of 38%, 
followed by “Frequent disinfection of dental clinics and 
areas” (21%) and “Wear proper protective equip-
ment” (27%).

Protective measures and equipment used at the Dental 
School of the Medical University in Vienna are displayed 
in Table 8. Generally, a vast number of students (81%) 
suggested to have only a limited number of patients in the 
waiting room with an adequate distance, whereas 38% 
would offer appointments in large time intervals and 
merely 13% would occupy every second dental treatment 
unit at the clinic.

Only 20% of the students chose the correct sequence 
for putting on the protective equipment. More than half of 
the participants use an FFP2 mask when working in rotat-
ing mode (56%), followed by 46% who would wear an 
FFP3 mask and additionally a shield (58%). About 42% of 
the interviewees think that already in 2021 it might be 
possible to work without special protection again.

Discussion
Since COVID-19 still poses problems for dentists and 
institutions such as dental universities in which 
a significant part of the treatment is done by students in 
their clinical term, there is great need to provide decision 

makers with a more systematic way to evaluate the knowl-
edge and practice of its students in their clinical term so 
that eventual policies can be made before the backdrop of 
robust data.

Since the COVID-19 infection is a fairly new and not 
yet fully understood, there are only few studies that eval-
uate dentists’ knowledge and attitude of the new virus, of 
which one is conducted in Austria.10,16,17

Our study is the first to examine the knowledge and 
perception on COVID-19 of dentistry students in 
Austria, and one of a few international surveys to 
focus on questioning dentistry students.18–20 This 
study sought to provide an overview of the student’s 
perceptions of the novel virus and attitudes to infection 
control shortly after the first implemented lockdown by 
the Austrian government. Dentistry students in their 
clinical courses are in direct contact with patients and 
therefore at a higher risk to get infected with COVID- 
19 due to work with rotative instruments and aerosol 
build up.4 Thus, it is relevant to assess the students’ 
knowledge and attitudes on this viral disease due to 
their role in preventing the spread and patient educa-
tion on COVID-19. A lack of knowledge or faulty 
attitudes can put the dental staff and the patients’ 
safety and health at risk and might even affect the 
functioning of the health care system.

The results of the present study show that Austrian 
dentistry students in their clinical term of their curriculum 
generally have a good knowledge of the most salient 
aspects of the novel virus, even though there are poten-
tially some consequential gaps in their knowledge that 
need improvement, such as hygienic protocols.

In an age of misinformation and fake news, it was 
a positive sign that most students (90%) get their informa-
tion regarding the COVID-19 infection from official 
sources.21 These results are similar to the findings of 
a study of Austrian pediatric dentists, where 86% reported 
that they rely on official sources of the government and 
also similar to a study of Turkish dentistry students of 
whom 76% used websites of official entities such as the 
Ministry of Health and the corresponding social media 
accounts to expand their knowledge of the disease.14 It 
slightly differs from the findings of Nigerian students who 
almost completely relied on social media (99%) and tele-
vision (81%) for their information.22 Another encouraging 
finding was the widespread knowledge of the most salient 
symptoms of COVID-19 and the most typical ways in 
which the virus spreads.

Table 5 COVID-19 and Dentistry in General

N %

How important is the role of a dentist in teaching 
patients about COVID-19?

Very significant 22 45.8

Moderately significant 14 29.2
Mildly significant 11 22.9

Not significant 1 2.1

Are you aware of any guidelines on COVID-19 
infection control?

Yes 21 43.8

No 5 10.4

Not sure 22 45.8

Did you attend a seminar on COVID-19 infection 
control?

Yes 3 6.3

No 24 50.0

Would like to 19 39.6
Not interested 2 4.2
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A further reassuring sign was the common use of either 
FFP3 (46%) or FFP2 masks (56.3) whilst working with 
rotatory instruments during dental procedures.

Despite these positive observations a majority (62.5%) 
of the participants did not feel prepared or were not sure 
whether they were sufficiently prepared for the novel 
virus. Indeed, under closer scrutiny of the data a few 
knowledge gaps showed. A significant number of respon-
dents did not identify all modes of transmission (26%) and 
it is noteworthy that only 31% were able to correctly 
identify all COVID-19 symptoms, compared to 53% and 
85% of Austrian pediatric dentists respectively.10 This 
could be explained by the novelty of the virus and is 
thus somewhat understandable since the study was con-
ducted right during the first lockdown in Austria, when 
there was not much data on the epidemiology of the virus, 
but it also shows that students might not feel the same 
responsibility to educate themselves as already established 
practitioners.23

In a similar vein, it can be noted that although the 
majority of students turned to reliable sources for their 
information about COVID-19, only 44% of the students 
were aware of guidelines on COVID-19 infection control. 
Thus, it is not as surprising that only 19.6% of the parti-
cipants were aware of the correct sequence of properly 
putting on the protective equipment, which is as follows: 
Gown, mask, eye protection, gloves.

There was another interesting phenomenon that might 
have arisen from the limited information available in 
March and the students’ unique circumstances. We might 
infer that students were aware that social distancing would 
reduce the likelihood of infection from their positive 
answer to the question that only a limited number of 
patients should be in the waiting room at any one time. 
With this in mind, it is odd that only a small number of 
participants gave a positive answer to the question that 
having only every second treatment unit occupied can 
reduce the likelihood of infection. The two slightly 

Figure 1 Austrian dental students’ knowledge and attitudes on COVID-19 and dentists’ role in tackling the pandemic.
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inconsistent answers might be explained by the pressure 
on the students to meet the needed curriculum requirement 
to pass their courses.

These different observations show that although the stu-
dents know where to find reliable information sources on 
COVID-19, some of them have not done their due diligence 
to inform themselves sufficiently. Both of these findings 
point to the need of the university to play a more active 
role in the education of their students regarding new diseases, 
especially since dentistry students in their clinical part of 
their curriculum are more vulnerable to face or spread an 
infection of any kind.13 This conclusion has also been 
reached by two recent papers from Brazil and India.24,25 

Behind this backdrop, this study presents a valuable 

contribution to the literature by providing policy-makers 
with an overview of the students’ preferences regarding 
how they would like to be informed about COVID-19. The 
majority of students reported that they would prefer a lecture 
(58.3%) or practical training for protective measures 
(41.7%). Although given the current load of the curriculum, 
they would prefer their additional knowledge to not have 
a great impact (72.9%) on their current workload.

Strengths and Limitations
An obvious limitation of this study is its sample size. Only 
dentistry students of the Medical University of Vienna were 
included. This might make it difficult to extrapolate to 

Table 6 COVID-19 and University Curriculum

N %

To what extent do you think you will be dealing 
with COVID-19 infected/suspected patients in 
your clinical curriculum in the future?

To a great extent 13 27.1
To a little extent 34 70.8

Not at all 1 2.1

How would you like information about COVID- 
19 to be further integrated into the curriculum?

Lectures 28 58.3

Seminars 14 29.2

Practical training for protective measurements 20 41.7
Others 2 4.2

To what extent would you like to integrate 
information about COVID-19 into the 
curriculum?

To a great extent 7 14.6
To a little extent 35 72.9

Not at all 6 12.5

Table 7 Opening of Dental Services Within Student’s 
Curriculum

N %

When do you think that you will be able to offer 
dental services within your curriculum to the full 
extent?
SS 2020 36 75.0

WS 2020/21 11 22.9
SS 2021 0 0

Later 1 2.1

Table 8 Protective Measures and Equipment at the Medical 
University of Vienna

N %

The best way to avoid a COVID-19 infection 
among patients is…

Social distancing 18 37.5
Frequent disinfection of dental clinics and areas 10 20.8

Hand disinfection with 70% alcohol 7 14.6

Wear of proper protective equipment 13 27.1

How would you organize the daily clinical 
practice with patients?

Only occupy every second dental treatment unit 6 12.5

A limited amount of patient in the waiting room with   
adequate distance

39 81.3

Appointments in large time intervals 18 37.5

The sequence for putting on the protective 
equipment is as follows

Gloves, mask, eye protection, gown 9 16.1
Gown, mask, eye protection, gloves 11 19.6

Mask, gown, eye protection, gloves 20 35.7

Eye protection, mask, gown, gloves 15 26.8

If you have to work in rotating mode, which 
mouth guard do you use?

FFP3 22 45.8

FFP2 27 56.3

Normal Mouth and nose protection 13 27.1
Shield 28 58.3

Normal Mouth and nose protection + Shield 13 27.1

When do you think you can work again without 
special protection?

2020 (this year) 7 14.6
2021 20 41.7

2022 14 29.2

2023 3 6.3
Never again 4 8.3
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a wider setting since only Viennese students were included. 
Nevertheless, it can be assumed that students at other uni-
versities are facing similar problems. Thus, we recommend 
to conduct further studies with bigger sample size and 
include other Austrian universities that offer dentistry pro-
grams. Such studies would furthermore allow us to investi-
gate whether students’ knowledge about COVID-19 has 
improved as the pandemic progressed.

Conclusions
Universities as well as other medical institutions, in which 
students are provided with dental education, provide pol-
icy makers with unique challenges. This study assessed 
that even though Austrian dentistry students had good 
knowledge on general information about COVID-19 in 
the early phase of the pandemic, there is a need for addi-
tional educational programs such as lectures or practical 
courses on infection control. One way to do this is to 
integrate international guidelines and lectures on preven-
tive measures into the curriculum. Further studies are 
required to evaluate the students’ knowledge and attitude 
at a later stage of the pandemic as well as after integrating 
courses into dental school curricula.
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